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The Political Interpretation of Multilateral Treaties Author: Shirley Scott States have engaged in an intensive process of
multilateral treaty making since World War Two despite the fact that few multilateral treaties have fully solved the
problems they were designed to address.

The well-organized and accessible policy analysis provided here by the authors is both a major contribution to
filling that gap and a call to others to address outstanding and unresolved questions. In a field often dominated
by practitioner-academics and commentary on arbitral interpretations, the three authorsâ€”professors at
universities in Australia and the United Kingdomâ€”belong to a new generation of scholars that does not
participate in investment arbitration. The clear and lively writing, balanced presentation and dispassionate tone
will also be of particular interest for governments, including the more than 50 of them that participate in an
investment roundtable hosted by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development OECD.
Those governments have been considering a review and evaluation of existing research on the benefits and
costs of investment treaties, including input from the authors and other experts in the field. This stocktaking of
existing studies, which will be made available on the OECD website, reaches many conclusions similar to
those of the authors in terms of the often-unresolved questions about benefits and costs, and need for
additional study in many areas. More broadly, the authors echo governmental interest in reconnecting
investment treaty law and policy with academic and government specialists in relevant fields. The authors
provide a brief synthesis of current debates and refer to some recent developments, but the book is more useful
in providing access to broad context, and as such will remain relevant even as policies evolve. Three chapters
provide valuable economic analysis which synthesizes and expands earlier work by the authors and others. A
chapter addressing the economics of foreign investment concludes that the benefits of foreign investment are
often associated with particular types of investment, which the authors contrast with the generally unselective
treaty coverage of practically all investment, limited only by a nationality criterion. The microeconomics of
investment treaties In analyzing the microeconomics of investment treaties and the decision making of key
actors, the book provides a nuanced discussion of the scope of the hold-up riskâ€”the risk that the government
will seek to appropriate value after a foreign investor has sunk costsâ€”and whether investment treaties are
well designed to address it. In addition to suggesting that hold-up risk may be over-estimated in some
contexts, the authors consider that certain interpretations of key treaty provisions such as fair and equitable
treatment FET or umbrella clauses are not well designed to address hold-up risks because they are not focused
on government appropriation of value. The over-investment risk has rarely been discussed, but as the authors
suggest, there may be excessive investment in activities with high but currently unaddressed negative
externalitiesâ€”such as carbon dioxide-producing sectorsâ€”if over-protected investors do not internalize the
risk of future regulation to address the externalities. The authors see protection from discrimination as a
valuable role for investment treaties, but question the degree of discrimination against foreign investors in
practice and note that some interpretations of now-central provisions such as FET are largely unconnected to
concerns about discrimination. The politics of investment treaties in developing and developed countries Two
important chapters are devoted to the politics of treaties in developed and developing countries respectively.
They examine the reasons for the extraordinary historical development of a broad network of over 3,
investment treaties in a short period. Noting the limited academic attention to the issue of political support for
treaties in developed countries, particularly in Europe, the authors address various possible explanations
including the promotion of business interests, the desire to depoliticize investment disputes, an interest in
building customary international law, or the use of investment treaties for diplomatic and symbolic reasons.
Although it is observed that practically all governments have been surprised by evolutions of arbitral
interpretations, the authors see deeper capacity issues in some developing countries, noting for example
historical evidence of a lack of awareness that treaties contained binding obligations. Legal analysis of
substantive and dispute settlement provisions Two chapters provide succinct legal analysis of substantive and
dispute settlement provisions in treaties respectively. In its desire to be brief here, the book suffers to some
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degree from a focus only on arbitral decisions and recent European reforms. It largely treats FET provisions as
a single category, and overlooks earlier government reforms and views in the context of the North American
Free Trade Agreement NAFTA , their possible impact in generating different outcomes under different treaty
types, and their influence on other governments in many recent treaties and submissions. In fact, there is
considerable evidence of government action on this front. This includes the now widely used clarifications of
indirect expropriation provisions as well as extensive briefing and treaty drafting to achieve narrower
interpretations of FET by, for example, excluding any role for legitimate expectations as an element of that
provision. As a contemporaneous part of the treaty context agreed to by all treaty parties after intensive
political debate and negotiations, the joint interpretive instrument is of a different nature from other
government statements on this issue cited by the authors. The joint intent to limit treatment to that received by
domestic investors may be of great importance given what the authors recognize as potential scope for
interpretation of some of the FET elements in CETA. Admittedly, even joint government action has not
always been reflected in arbitral decisions, but it may play the role of an advance indicator for systemic
changes in some cases. And as the authors elsewhere note, some major economies have developed treaties
without FET provisions or have terminated treaties with provisions sometimes interpreted as broadly
applicable to non-discriminatory measures. The book rightly emphasizes the need to ensure that treaties
address identifiable and articulated policy goals, that possible drift in treaty interpretation does not take
treaties off course and that treaty policy is actively managed by governments using a wide range of inputs. It
merits careful study and should attract interest from a broad range of experts, policy-makers and students as
governments increasingly engage in intensive review of their treaty policies. He leads analysis at the OECD
about investment treaties and dispute settlement under those treaties, and provides support for the work of an
investment Roundtable that regularly gathers OECD, G20 and other governments. The views herein are
expressed in his personal capacity. Notes [1] Bonnitcha, J. The political economy of the investment treaty
regime. Substantive protection under investment treaties: A legal and economic analysis. Bounded rationality
and economic diplomacy: The politics of investment treaties in developing countries. Addressing the balance
of interests in investment treaties: World investment report Investment and the digital economy. Limits on
potential treaty shopping have been included in a number of recent investment treaties but it remains an issue
including for many older treaties.
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In the strict sense of the term, however, many such instruments are not treaties. The key distinguishing feature
of a treaty is that it is binding. For example, whereas the United Nations UN Charter created a binding
agreement and is thus a treaty, the Charter of Paris , which established the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe formerly the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe , is not a binding
document as such and thus is not officially a treaty. Treaties are expected to be executed in good faith, in
keeping with the principle of pacta sunt servanda Latin: Without this principle, which is explicitly mentioned
in many agreements, treaties would be neither binding nor enforceable. Apart from such an express provision,
the instrument does not become formally binding until ratifications have been exchanged. Multilateral treaties
bind only those states that are parties to them and go into effect after a specified number of ratifications have
been attained. After the time specified for states to sign the treaty has passed, states may become parties to the
treaty through a process known as accession. The use of multilateral treaties increased dramatically during the
20th century e. They have proved to be an effective way to establish new rules of international
lawâ€”particularly where there is a need to respond quickly to changing circumstances or where the issue in
question is unregulated. An example of the former kind of treaty is the Convention on the Law of the Sea ,
which was signed in and came into force 12 years later. This comprehensive treaty, which took more than a
decade to negotiate, specifies the status of the seas and the international seabed. Examples of the latter kind of
treaty include a range of environmental treaties, such as the Geneva Convention on Long-Range
Transboundary Air Pollution and the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer , as well as
their succeeding protocols, and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Convention on
Biological Diversity , both of which were adopted in In addition, human rights protections have been
expanded tremendously through a series of international conventions and regional agreements, including the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide , the European Convention on
Human Rights , the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination , the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights , the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights , and the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights Treaties do not need to follow any
special form. A treaty often takes the form of a contract, but it may be a joint declaration or an exchange of
notes as in the case of the Rush-Bagot Agreement between the United States and Great Britain in for mutual
disarmament on the Great Lakes. Important treaties, however, generally follow a fixed plan. It is usually
followed by the articles containing the agreed-upon stipulations. International jurists have classified treaties
according to a variety of principles. In addition to the distinction between multilateral and bilateral treaties,
there is also the distinction between treaties representing a definite transaction e. Treaties also have been
classified according to their object, as follows: In practice it is often difficult to assign a particular treaty to
any one of these classes, and the legal value of such distinctions is minimal. Treaties may be terminated or
suspended through a provision in the treaty if one exists or by the consent of the parties. In the case of a
material breachâ€”i. Multilateral treaties may be terminated or suspended by the unanimous agreement of all
their parties. A party specially affected by a breach of a multilateral treaty may suspend the agreement as it
applies to relations between itself and the defaulting state. In cases where a breach by one party significantly
affects all other parties to the treaty, the other parties may suspend the entire agreement or a part of it.
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The CD has the crucial task of working towards international peace and security by negotiating measures
towards nonproliferation and disarmament. However, the conclusion of CTBT negotiations marks the
beginning of a year stagnation within the conference that persists to this day. And indeed, not only have
member states failed to successfully negotiate a treaty, but they have also been unable to agree on a program
of work. The CD has several initiatives it is seeking to achieve including the reduction of nuclear arsenals, the
placement of a ban on the production of fissile material and the prevention of an arms race in outer space.
Additionally the CD attempts to ensure against the use of nuclear weapons by non-nuclear weapons states, to
work towards transparency in armaments, and to prevent the production of new types of weapons of mass
destruction. Thus, in order to even begin negotiations, every country must agree on the issue to be negotiated.
Currently, member states cannot choose which agenda items they think should receive priority. Rydell
believes that the disagreement boils down to the double standard created by the NPT that allows some states to
have nuclear weapons whilst others are forbidden. These differences represent very different national security
priorities between states. Thus broadly, the nuclear-weapon states are reluctant to enter into negotiations
regarding weapon reductions in favor of working towards a fissile material cut-off treaty, whilst
nonnuclear-weapon states feel that reduction of existing stockpiles is the most urgent item on the agenda. But
the problem may be even more fundamental. It is the very nature of multilateral diplomacy that different states
have different priorities. In recent years, there has been a growing occurrence among states to protect their
own national security agendas. Hillary Clinton at a Conference on the CTBT Indeed, many countries attempt
to use their de facto veto power to push through their own national security agendas saying they will only
approve a given mandate, for example, if another mandate is approved or denied. According to Hellmut
Hoffman , German Ambassador to the CD, it is Pakistan and Pakistan alone prohibiting negotiations; utilizing
the consensus rule to impede progress. It has been suggested that Pakistan is purposefully frustrating
negotiations as a response to the Agreement between the United States and India, provisioning American
support for the Indian Nuclear program. Given the conflict between India and Pakistan, the latter refuses to
sign the FMCT without receiving a deal comparable to that being given to India. In light of the apparent
breakdown of the CD, many believe negotiations should be held outside of the framework of both the CD and
the United Nations. This view is strengthened by concerns that the prolonged deadlock may lead to an erosion
of the legitimacy of the CD and the United Nations as a whole in the arena of disarmament affairs.
Negotiations outside of the CD do not require unanimous agreement and therefore, says Braun, those countries
who have the political will to work actively towards disarmament can do so undeterred by those countries less
willing to negotiate. Member states cannot agree on the precise causes or what actions to take to bring about
solutions. Such negotiations are not unprecedented. In fact, in recent years more treaties have been negotiated
successfully outside of the UN than within. Indeed, the example of the Ottawa treaty shows that although not
all countries agree, a successful treaty may eventually lead to additional countries ratifying. Though countries
such as Finland initially rejected the convention, after its ratification these countries came on board and
ratified the treaty as well. This is another strong argument for treaties outside of the UN: However not all are
in favor of setting aside the CD. The problem of the stagnation of the CD continued to be explored. And yet,
the very problems the CD and member states are struggling to overcome are impeding the quest for a solution.
Thus, ironically enough, progress towards overcoming stagnation is, itself, stagnating. This more than
anything is perhaps an argument for, if not setting aside the CD, then at least exploring alternative negotiating
forums.
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Modern usage[ edit ] A treaty is an official, express written agreement that states use to legally bind
themselves. Modern form[ edit ] Since the late 19th century , most treaties have followed a fairly consistent
format. A treaty typically begins with a preamble describing the High Contracting Parties and their shared
objectives in executing the treaty, as well as summarizing any underlying events such as the aftermath of a war
in the case of a peace treaty. Modern preambles are sometimes structured as a single very long sentence
formatted into multiple paragraphs for readability, in which each of the paragraphs begins with a gerund
desiring, recognizing, having, and so on. The High Contracting Parties; referred to as either the official title of
the head of state but not including the personal name , e. His Majesty The King of X or His Excellency The
President of Y, or alternatively in the form of "Government of Z"; are enumerated, and along with the full
names and titles of their plenipotentiary representatives , and a boilerplate clause about how their
representatives have communicated or exchanged their full powers i. However, under the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties if the representative is the head of state, head of government or minister of foreign
affairs , no special document is needed, as holding such high office is sufficient. The end of the preamble and
the start of the actual agreement is often signaled by the words "have agreed as follows". Each article heading
usually encompasses a paragraph. A long treaty may further group articles under chapter headings. Modern
treaties, regardless of subject matter, usually contain articles governing where the final authentic copies of the
treaty will be deposited and how any subsequent disputes as to their interpretation will be peacefully resolved.
The date is typically written in its most formal, longest possible form. If the treaty is executed in multiple
copies in different languages, that fact is always noted, and is followed by a stipulation that the versions in
different languages are equally authentic. When the text of a treaty is later reprinted, such as in a collection of
treaties currently in effect, an editor will often append the dates on which the respective parties ratified the
treaty and on which it came into effect for each party. Bilateral and multilateral treaties[ edit ] Bilateral treaties
are concluded between two states [4] or entities. It is possible, however, for a bilateral treaty to have more than
two parties; consider for instance the bilateral treaties between Switzerland and the European Union EU
following the Swiss rejection of the European Economic Area agreement. Each of these treaties has seventeen
parties. These however are still bilateral, not multilateral, treaties. The parties are divided into two groups, the
Swiss "on the one part" and the EU and its member states "on the other part". The treaty establishes rights and
obligations between the Swiss and the EU and the member states severallyâ€”it does not establish any rights
and obligations amongst the EU and its member states. Multilateral treaties are often regional. Reservations
are unilateral statements purporting to exclude or to modify the legal obligation and its effects on the reserving
state. Article 19 of Vienna Convention on the law of Treaties in Originally, international law was unaccepting
of treaty reservations, rejecting them unless all parties to the treaty accepted the same reservations. However,
in the interest of encouraging the largest number of states to join treaties, a more permissive rule regarding
reservations has emerged. While some treaties still expressly forbid any reservations, they are now generally
permitted to the extent that they are not inconsistent with the goals and purposes of the treaty. When a state
limits its treaty obligations through reservations, other states party to that treaty have the option to accept those
reservations, object to them, or object and oppose them. If the state opposes, the parts of the treaty affected by
the reservation drop out completely and no longer create any legal obligations on the reserving and accepting
state, again only as concerns each other. Finally, if the state objects and opposes, there are no legal obligations
under that treaty between those two state parties whatsoever. The objecting and opposing state essentially
refuses to acknowledge the reserving state is a party to the treaty at all. First, formal amendment requires State
parties to the treaty to go through the ratification process all over again. The re-negotiation of treaty provisions
can be long and protracted, and often some parties to the original treaty will not become parties to the
amended treaty. When determining the legal obligations of states, one party to the original treaty and one a
party to the amended treaty, the states will only be bound by the terms they both agreed upon. Treaties can
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also be amended informally by the treaty executive council when the changes are only procedural, technical
change in customary international law can also amend a treaty, where state behavior evinces a new
interpretation of the legal obligations under the treaty. Environmental protocol In international law and
international relations, a protocol is generally a treaty or international agreement that supplements a previous
treaty or international agreement. A protocol can amend the previous treaty, or add additional provisions.
Parties to the earlier agreement are not required to adopt the protocol. Sometimes this is made clearer by
calling it an "optional protocol", especially where many parties to the first agreement do not support the
protocol. Execution and implementation[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. An example of a treaty requiring such legislation would be one mandating local prosecution by a
party for particular crimes. The division between the two is often not clear and is often politicized in
disagreements within a government over a treaty, since a non-self-executing treaty cannot be acted on without
the proper change in domestic law. If a treaty requires implementing legislation, a state may be in default of its
obligations by the failure of its legislature to pass the necessary domestic laws. Interpretation[ edit ] The
language of treaties, like that of any law or contract, must be interpreted when the wording does not seem clear
or it is not immediately apparent how it should be applied in a perhaps unforeseen circumstance. The Vienna
Convention states that treaties are to be interpreted "in good faith" according to the "ordinary meaning given
to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose". No one party to a treaty
can impose its particular interpretation of the treaty upon the other parties. Consent may be implied, however,
if the other parties fail to explicitly disavow that initially unilateral interpretation, particularly if that state has
acted upon its view of the treaty without complaint. International tribunals and arbiters are often called upon to
resolve substantial disputes over treaty interpretations. To establish the meaning in context, these judicial
bodies may review the preparatory work from the negotiation and drafting of the treaty as well as the final,
signed treaty itself. Consequences of terminology[ edit ] One significant part of treaty making is that signing a
treaty implies recognition that the other side is a sovereign state and that the agreement being considered is
enforceable under international law. Hence, nations can be very careful about terming an agreement to be a
treaty. For example, within the United States, agreements between states are compacts and agreements
between states and the federal government or between agencies of the government are memoranda of
understanding. Another situation can occur when one party wishes to create an obligation under international
law, but the other party does not. This factor has been at work with respect to discussions between North
Korea and the United States over security guarantees and nuclear proliferation. The terminology can also be
confusing because a treaty may and usually is named something other than a treaty, such as a convention,
protocol, or simply agreement. Conversely some legal documents such as the Treaty of Waitangi are
internationally considered to be documents under domestic law. Ending treaty obligations[ edit ] Withdrawal[
edit ] Treaties are not necessarily permanently binding upon the signatory parties. As obligations in
international law are traditionally viewed as arising only from the consent of states, many treaties expressly
allow a state to withdraw as long as it follows certain procedures of notification. For example, the Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs provides that the treaty will terminate if, as a result of denunciations, the
number of parties falls below Many treaties expressly forbid withdrawal. Article 56 of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties provides that where a treaty is silent over whether or not it can be denounced there is a
rebuttable presumption that it cannot be unilaterally denounced unless: The possibility of withdrawal depends
on the terms of the treaty and its travaux preparatoire. It has, for example, been held that it is not possible to
withdraw from the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. When North Korea declared its
intention to do this the Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting as registrar, said that original
signatories of the ICCPR had not overlooked the possibility of explicitly providing for withdrawal, but rather
had deliberately intended not to provide for it. Consequently, withdrawal was not possible. The question of
whether this is lawful can be regarded as the success or failure to anticipate community acquiescence or
enforcement, that is, how other states will react; for instance, another state might impose sanctions or go to
war over a treaty violation. When a state withdraws from a multilateral treaty, that treaty will still otherwise
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remain in force among the other parties, unless, it otherwise should or could be interpreted as agreed upon
between the remaining states parties to the treaty. A material breach may also be invoked as grounds for
permanently terminating the treaty itself. It depends on how the other parties regard the breach and how they
resolve to respond to it. Sometimes treaties will provide for the seriousness of a breach to be determined by a
tribunal or other independent arbiter. Treaties sometimes include provisions for self-termination, meaning that
the treaty is automatically terminated if certain defined conditions are met. Some treaties are intended by the
parties to be only temporarily binding and are set to expire on a given date. Other treaties may self-terminate if
the treaty is meant to exist only under certain conditions. A party cannot base this claim on change brought
about by its own breach of the treaty. This claim also cannot be used to invalidate treaties that established or
redrew political boundaries. States are reluctant to inquire into the internal affairs and processes of other
states, and so a "manifest violation" is required such that it would be "objectively evident to any State dealing
with the matter". A strong presumption exists internationally that a head of state has acted within his proper
authority. It seems that no treaty has ever actually been invalidated on this provision. If an act or lack thereof
is condemned under international law, the act will not assume international legality even if approved by
internal law. A treaty will be invalidated due to either the circumstances by which a state party joined the
treaty, or due to the content of the treaty itself. Invalidation is separate from withdrawal, suspension, or
termination addressed above , which all involve an alteration in the consent of the parties of a previously valid
treaty rather than the invalidation of that consent in the first place. Consent will also be invalidated if it was
induced by the fraudulent conduct of another party, or by the direct or indirect "corruption" of its
representative by another party to the treaty. Coercion of either a representative, or the state itself through the
threat or use of force, if used to obtain the consent of that state to a treaty, will invalidate that consent.
Contrary to peremptory norms[ edit ] A treaty is null and void if it is in violation of a peremptory norm. These
norms, unlike other principles of customary law, are recognized as permitting no violations and so cannot be
altered through treaty obligations. These are limited to such universally accepted prohibitions as those against
the aggressive use of force, genocide and other crimes against humanity , piracy , hostilities directed at civilian
population, racial discrimination and apartheid , slavery and torture , [15] meaning that no state can legally
assume an obligation to commit or permit such acts. This was done to prevent the proliferation of secret
treaties that occurred in the 19th and 20th century. After their adoption, treaties as well as their amendments
have to follow the official legal procedures of the United Nations, as applied by the Office of Legal Affairs ,
including signature , ratification and entry into force. In function and effectiveness, the UN has been compared
to the pre-Constitutional United States Federal government by some[ citation needed ], giving a comparison
between modern treaty law and the historical Articles of Confederation. Relation between national law and
treaties by country[ edit ] See also: Treaties are considered a source of Australian law but sometimes require
an act of parliament to be passed depending on their nature. Treaties are administered and maintained by the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade , which advised that the "general position under Australian law is
that treaties which Australia has joined, apart from those terminating a state of war, are not directly and
automatically incorporated into Australian law. Signature and ratification do not, of themselves, make treaties
operate domestically. In the absence of legislation, treaties cannot impose obligations on individuals nor create
rights in domestic law. Nevertheless, international law, including treaty law, is a legitimate and important
influence on the development of the common law and may be used in the interpretation of statutes. Australian
treaties generally fall under the following categories: Brazilian law[ edit ] The federal constitution of Brazil
states that the power to enter into treaties is vested in the president of Brazil and that such treaties must be
approved by the Congress of Brazil Articles 84, Clause VIII, and 49, Clause I. In practice, that has been
interpreted as meaning that the executive branch is free to negotiate and sign a treaty but that its ratification by
the president requires the prior approval of Congress.
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Definitions[ edit ] Multilateralism was defined by Miles Kahler as "international governance" or global
governance of the "many," and its central principle was "opposition [to] bilateral discriminatory arrangements
that were believed to enhance the leverage of the powerful over the weak and to increase international conflict.
It is a policy which flowed from our recent history and from our national movement and its development and
from various ideals we have proclaimed. For a small power to influence a great power, the Lilliputian strategy
of small countries banding together to collectively bind a larger one can be effective. Similarly,
multilateralism may allow one great power to influence another great power. For a great power to seek control
through bilateral ties could be costly; it may require bargaining and compromise with the other great power.
Embedding the target state in a multilateral alliance reduces the costs borne by the power seeking control, but
it also offers the same binding benefits of the Lilliputian strategy. Furthermore, if a small power seeks control
over another small power, multilateralism may be the only choice, because small powers rarely have the
resources to exert control on their own. As such, power disparities are accommodated to the weaker states by
having more predictable bigger states and means to achieve control through collective action. Powerful states
also buy into multilateral agreements by writing the rules and having privileges such as veto power and special
status. The main proponents of multilateralism have traditionally been the middle powers , such as Canada ,
Australia , Switzerland , the Benelux countries and the Nordic countries. Larger states often act unilaterally ,
while smaller ones may have little direct power in international affairs aside from participation in the United
Nations by consolidating their UN vote in a voting bloc with other nations, for example. Multilateralism may
involve several nations acting together, as in the UN, or may involve regional or military alliances, pacts, or
groupings, such as NATO. These multilateral institutions are not imposed on states, but are created and
accepted by them in order to increase their ability to seek their own interests through the coordination of their
policies. Moreover, they serve as frameworks that constrain opportunistic behavior and encourage
coordination by facilitating the exchange of information about the actual behavior of states with reference to
the standards to which they have consented. The Concert of Europe , as it became known, was a group of great
and lesser powers that would meet to resolve issues peacefully. The concert system was utterly destroyed by
the First World War. After that conflict, world leaders created the League of Nations which became the
precursor of the United Nations in an attempt to prevent a similar conflict. Since then, the "breadth and
diversity" of multilateral arrangements have escalated. Formation of these subsequent bodies under the United
Nations made it more powerful than the League. The multilateral framework played an important role in
maintaining world peace in the Cold War. Challenges[ edit ] The multilateral system has encountered
mounting challenges since the end of the Cold War. Concurrently, a perception developed among
internationalists such as former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan , that the United States is more inclined to
act unilaterally in situations with international implications. This trend began [9] when the U. Under President
George W. Bush the United States rejected such multilateral agreements as the Kyoto Protocol , the
International Criminal Court , the Ottawa Treaty banning anti-personnel land mines and a draft protocol to
ensure compliance by States with the Biological Weapons Convention. Also under the George W. These
challenges presented by the U. S could be explained by a strong belief in bilateral alliances as instruments of
control. Liberal institutionalists would argue, though, that great powers might still opt for a multilateral
alliance. But great powers can amplify their capabilities to control small powers and maximize their leverage
by forging a series of bilateral arrangements with allies, rather than see that leverage diluted in a multilateral
forum. Arguably, the Bush administration favored bilateralism over multilateralism, or even unilateralism, for
similar reasons. Rather than going it alone or going it with others, the administration opted for intensive
one-on-one relationships with handpicked countries that maximized the U. The original sponsor of post-war
multilateralism in economic regimes, the United States, turned towards unilateral action and in trade and other
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negotiations as a result of dissatisfaction with the outcomes of multilateral fora. As the most powerful nation,
the United States had the least to lose from abandoning multilateralism; the weakest nations have the most to
lose, but the cost for all would be high. Bilateralism means coordination with another single country.
Multilateralism has attempted to find common ground based on generalized principles of conduct, in addition
to details associated with a particular agreement. Victor Cha argued that: If small powers try to control a larger
one, then multilateralism is effective. But if great powers seek control over smaller ones, bilateral alliances are
more effective. Bilateral versus Multilateral Control. Take the example of Foreign Policy of the United States.
Many references discuss how the United States interacts with other nations. S planners had to contend with a
region uniquely constituted of potential rogue allies, through their aggressive behavior, could potentially
entrap the United States in an unwanted wider war in Asia. To avoid this outcome, the United States created a
series of tight, deep bilateral alliances with Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan through which it could exercise
maximum control and prevent unilateral aggression. Furthermore, it did not seek to make these bilateral
alliances multilateral, because it wanted to amplify U.
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Commonwealth countries have also established lasting partnerships with other countries in their respective
regions and beyond, some of which have resulted in embassies, trade treaties and aid. Bilateral relationships in
the Commonwealth It is impossible to sum up the full extent of bilateral relationships in the Commonwealth.
However some characteristics remain apparent such as the continued and evolving existence of
Commonwealth, regional, trade and aid links. Commonwealth countries have bilateral ties with each other
founded on strong historical links â€” in most the common use of the English language, common standards
and culture inherited from their colonial past. Today, each Commonwealth country maintains permanent
diplomatic ties with at least one other Commonwealth country. There is evidence of these links even in
economic matters. Intra-Commonwealth trade accounts for about one-sixth of total Commonwealth trade, with
an average for each member state of around one-third. This is also true for most Commonwealth countries
who naturally maintain close political, cultural and economic ties with their neighbouring counterparts,
whether they are Commonwealth or not. This means that Commonwealth countries in these regions are mostly
surrounded by other Commonwealth countries â€” a point which highlights the ties that bind the
Commonwealth. For many Commonwealth countries, many of which are developing, international markets
present opportunities for them to trade their way into prosperity. When discounting regional trade links a
select list of countries are of importance to Commonwealth countries in matters regarding bilateral trade.
These countries will often feature in the top five trading partner lists of Commonwealth countries. Aid is of
strategic importance to most Commonwealth member countries, developed and developing. Aid has helped
strengthen bilateral ties along diplomatic, cultural, developmental, humanitarian and commercial lines. Most
donor countries channel bilateral aid through an aid agency. Other donors not necessarily known through a
recognisable aid agency include the EU, the Netherlands, Finland, Norway and China. Regionally there are
eight groupings of varying significance to Commonwealth member states: All these regional organisations
could be considered geographically as sub-continental â€” even the EU excludes significant parts of Europe.
The continental bodies which are relevant to Commonwealth countries in terms membership are the Council
of Europe, the African Union AU and the Organization of American States OAS , which are in any case all the
continental bodies in the world. Politically, a number of organisations have played a major part in the
international affairs of Commonwealth countries. Since the end of the Cold war and the emergence of a new
economic order a number of Commonwealth member countries have agglomerated into newer groupings. The
G8 which is made up of some eight large economies includes Commonwealth member states UK and Canada.
Along with the regional bodies that have been mentioned, numerous international organisations coordinate
widely on economic matters; the most prominent of which are the International Monetary Fund IMF and the
World Bank. Australia, India, UK, Canada and South Africa are part of the G20 grouping which brings
together 20 systemically important industrialised and developing economies which coordinate on the
international financial system. A number of economic forms of multilateralism are institutionally based on
monetary unions. The EU has the most prominence worldwide with its common monetary system and
currency, the euro, which is used by Commonwealth member states Cyprus and Malta. In the Commonwealth
Caribbean, six countries fall under one monetary and currency union administered by the Eastern Caribbean
Central Bank: Virtually all Commonwealth countries are members of the World Trade Organization WTO
which supervises and liberalises international trade. A number of Commonwealth countries have formed
coalitions with other non-Commonwealth countries in the WTO. These coalitions often speak with one voice
using a single coordinator or negotiating team. Commonwealth countries also exist to an extent within eight
regional trading blocs which follow the structure and composition of the regional bodies discussed above.
Commonwealth initiatives Reform In November at the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in
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Kampala leaders agreed that the current architecture of international institutions such as the UN, World Bank
and IMF no longer responds adequately to the challenges of the 21st Century. The statement challenges its
members to accelerate initiatives to reform the way in which international institutions respond to climate
change, security, political, humanitarian and global financial crises. We will seek to enlarge the breadth of
international commitment to our Commonwealth reform agenda, and call on others to join us in this
endeavour. Three Secretariat staff members and representatives from each of the eleven small states share the
nineteen thousand square foot office. In the late s and early s, when several of the small states in the Pacific
and Asia became independent, one of their objectives was to join the UN. Commonwealth countries in those
regions suggested a single office for representatives from these small states. This was seen as an alternative to
those countries setting up new Missions â€” representations to inter-governmental agencies â€” in New York.
Therefore, in , Australia provided the initial funding for the Secretariat to establish the New York office. The
benefits to smaller states like Samoa and the Solomon Islands soon attracted other countries. In , at the
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Nassau, Bahamas, Heads of Government requested that the
Secretary-General explore the possibility of extending the facility to other Commonwealth small states. Read
more here Select a Country:
7: The political interpretation of multilateral treaties (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
PrÃ©sentation de l'Ã©diteur: "The OECD Multilateral Instrument for Tax Treaties: Analysis and Effects, as the name
suggests, covers the scope, interpretation and relationship of the Multilateral Instrument (MLI) with tax treaties.

8: Bilateral and Multilateral Co-operation - Commonwealth of Nations
Author. David Gaukrodger is Head of Unit and Senior Legal Adviser at the OECD Investment
www.enganchecubano.com leads analysis at the OECD about investment treaties and dispute settlement under those
treaties, and provides support for the work of an investment Roundtable that regularly gathers OECD, G20 and other
governments.

9: Treaty - Wikipedia
A treaty is an agreement under international law entered into by actors in international law, namely sovereign states and
international organizations.A treaty may also be known as an (international) agreement, protocol, covenant, convention,
pact, or exchange of letters, among other terms.
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